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Introduction 

slUtlonships with other development problème 

In this papar, an attempt is made to identify those activities that 

should, and have to, be stimulated - at both an individual and insti- 

tutional level - in order to obtain a technology that is optimally 

suited to a given least developed country (LDC).    The requisite stimu- 

lation nay emanate from an institution   which can influence those who 

have to act    suoh as Government (possibly the most important), as well 

as from suoh institutions as a country's educational system or an inter- 
national agency. 

In approaching the subject, proper oognisanoe must be taken of the 

interrelationship between the establishment of an optimal technology 

and the execution of other tasks essential to attaining an optimal 

development procees.    The development process has many aspects, all 

of them relevant to the attainment of an optimal growth in social 

welfare (which is synonymous with optimal development).   These aspeóte 

range from educational activities» financial and trade policies, to 

polioies and restrictions pertaining to property rights, and so on. 

Moreover, technology, which is one of the characteristics of the 

production processes carried out in a community,  is directly linked 

with other characteristics of those procésese, such as the organisation 

of production, ite management and marketing.   As a consequence, our main 

subject cannot be treated without touching upon other developmental 

taaki or aspects of the production process directly related to technology. 

Constraints upon world development and national development 

The process of development - international and national - comprisse a 

set of human activities against the global backdrop of world history. 

The phyeical and spiritual worlds in which mankind Uvee inpose a number of 

restrictions, and account has to be taken of what natural scisntists term 

laws of nature, ae well as of a number of psychological laws whioh supposed- 
ly determine, or at least limit, what human being are able to do or 
undergo. 
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Por a long time, it has been known that th« production processai 

ara subject to tha lawa of nature. This is quite clear in raapact 

of chemical production, and it also holds true for the production of 

cotton yarn (where the quantity of yarn obtained from one pound of 

raw cotton is practically constant with an input-output ratio slightly 

below one) as well as for the operation of an electric motor. In 

respect of more complicated processes, Buch as agriculture, biological 

elements enter into the relationship between input and output, while 

in the construction of a house or the manufacture of machines, not 

only are physical laws relevant, but also psychological or mental 

processes. A man building his own houBe may be more motivated than a 

member of a large labour force in a major building company. Mental 

processes are involved, especially if inventiveness plays a role in the 

design of a new production method. 

In recent decades, we have been confronted with constraints of a 

relatively new nature, such as pollution of the production environment. 

This phenomenon has now assumed such dimensions that governments have 

had to ban certain processes altogether, such as the use of DDT in agri- 

culture, or formulate strict regulations governing the emission of toxic 

fumes. The attitudes adopted and policies introduced in this area aim 

at the reduction of pollution and the conservation of an ecological 

equilibrium, thereby ensuring an adequately clean environment for subsequent 

generations or preserving animal or plant life considered valuable for 

a variety of reasons. 

In fact, the problem of maintaining a balanced ecosystem is intimately 

connected with the problem of producing enough food, for example. 

Possibly, the most important aspect of the latter problematic issue is 

the extent of our ignorance. ThiB may be illustrated by the work done 

on the model of international relations in agriculture (MOIRA) by a 

group of economists, agronomists and others at tha Free University of 

Amsterdam and the Agricultural University of Wageningen (Linnemann et al., 

1976/Î1J7) in the Netherland». As work progressed on MOIRA, two reports 

were published, Buringh, Van Heemst and Staring in 1975 ßj*  *nd Buringh 

and Van Heemst in 1977 /~5_7i which serve to illustrate the degree of 

uncertainty surrounding the question as to how much food can be produced 

on our planet. Assuming the use of tractors and of chemical fertilizer 
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wherever encign wat^r is available, the first report estimates 

"abuoluto maxim-n" production at about thirty times the output 

of 1r/70. In tho nocc.ni etuJy food production estimates are 

"based on iabour-ortented agriculture" in which neither tractors 

nor chemical fertilizers are used, and it is concluded that the 

ouput would no', be enough tc feed tho present population of the 

world and would, moreover, recult in inuuffioient of forested area* 

The possible ecological damage caused by the maximum production 

estimated in the firat study hat, not been studied. 

Other ezamplto of our present ignorance are tho well-known debates 

on the feasibility of uaing nuclear oncrgy and on tho impaot increased 

energy production would have on the climate of thio planet. 

The "inevitability" of nuclear energy production 

The margin of uncartainty surrounding this issue may be illustrated 

by another Dutch study, undertaken in VVH  by Th. Potma flijt  wnot 

assuming thu éliminât ion of nuclear energy production, estimated 

possible raton of enorio* conniption until ouch time ae solar energy 

could aHBumo tho role now played by energy produced from fossil and 

nuclear fuulr. Hiq asaumption as to the total production of all goods 

and servilen was that no increase would take place until 2000 nor 

presu ibly thr.rer.fter. Hin main ompbasis wan placed on the necessary 

energy cov.ngn, mi rig ruch well~lc >wn devices rs prc^sr inoulation of 

buildings ar^ improved energy reoycling (for instance, using surplus 

hot water from pow-r plnntp for district heating purposes). Under such 

circumstancea, rrorgy consumption in the year 2000 would be 75 P«r cent of 

1975 consumption, of which foenil fuels would account for fl3 P«r eent, a 

level equivalent *o 62 por cent of total consumption in 1975» Whereas the 

availability of nena luxuries, such LB the use of automobiles, would have to 

be less th?m ;»ow, groitor houoing volume and more central heating would be 

available and rmplovitnt oculd be maintained. This brief summary of the eon- 

ditionn and rotultj nuy b« <jnour,h to give tn impression of the doubts sur- 

rounding nuchae* uluv-rint, whereas other authors writing about nuclear energy 

consider its UCJO iniiinnmrMc. 

Penerai princjnlo; of fair international competition 

The teeI:iolr','?*n *o Ve roeoT.iended Lo developing countries cannot be 

discuased withcrt due c;~oit oration boing given to the extent and policial 

of international compétition rnú trade. During the last decade, industrial 

exports of a ivrUer of labour-intensive products from the developing 



countries have increased considerably, and the developed countries 

have been confronted with a loss rf employment in thn  corresponding 

branchée of industry. This haa alarmed the workers, especially if 

these industries are concentrated in a limited area: garment manu- 

facture and the textile industry are two well-known examples. The 

situation is aggravated by the prevailing recession which also has 

reduced employment in a number of metal-working industries, such as 

shipbuilding. Tendencies to protect such industries have become 

stronger and, in fact, some forms of protection have already been 

introduced by the European Economic Community, Japan and the USA. 

Clearly thiB policy has affected employment in a number of developing 

countries»and it is severely opposed by the third world. 

The major interests involved on both sides call for a very precise 

formulation of what constitutes fair competition between the developed 

and developing countries. The point of departure should be that inter- 

national trade is in the interests of both the importing and exporting 

countries, provided the production processes applied and the prices 

charged satisfy the conditions of an ideal international exchange modal. 

The most relevant elements of such a model would seem to be the 

following: 

(i) Each country applies production processes which, taken together 

for all activities, use all the pioductive resources available. These 

resources or production factors are the natural resources, labour and 

capital available to each country. 

(ii) Prices of both production factors and products are 

priese which clear the market by a process of free competition. Product 

prices are equal to marginal costs of production to the national community. 

(iii) Proper cost calculations must include the cost of damage dona to 

the natural and human environment. 

On the basis of these elements, it may be concluded which trade is 

acceptable and which deviations should be avoided. The following con- 

clusions seem worthy of mention: 

(i) Trade restrictions of a quantitative character must be rejected 

except when used to compensate for incorrect policies on the part of the 

partner. 

(ii) Dumping prices (prices below the marginal costs of producers) 

must be rejected. 

(iii) Factor prices used in the calculation of product prices must 

reflect the real scarcity of the factor concerned. In economists' jargon, 

._... J 
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they are termed "shadow prie«*". As a rule, this Impilai that wages ara 

permitted to ba lower than actual ratas, while intarest ratas hava to 

ba higher than those on offiolal irirkets. Subsidies granted by govern- 

ment« of developing countries in order to oompensate for actual costs 

being higher than shadow costs are acceptable. 

(iv) The quantities of factors used in the production procesa should 

ba optimal! this means that they should reflect the real soarcity of 

factors in the exporting country. Low costs resulting from tha adoption 

of production processes which are more eapital-intensive than are optimal 

for the country concerned constitute an element of unfair competition. 

Such processes may be those applied by transnational enterprises whioh 

tand to introduce processes developed in their home country which have 

not been sufficiently adaptad to conditions prevailing in the hoat 

country. 

(v) Optimal quantities of natural resources usad in production pro- 

ceases cannot bo easily estimated. They depend on the total reaerves 

present, which are often unknown, and they depend on the time pariod 

ovar which their exploitation should be optimally extended. Aa a rule, 

it will be tha capital available rather than tha resource 

availability which determines the quantity of natural resources to be used 

par annum. 

(vi) The principles enumerated may be a starting point for negotiations 

batwsen developed and developing countries, but thay need not ba the final 

ones to be agreed upon. Considerable weight should be given to the additional 

principle of preferences to be given to products from developing countries 

aa a (partial) compensation for their disadvantaged position in tha present 

international order. The above principles should therefore be 

considered a limit: the lower limit for imports into developed countries. 

(vii) Finally, a principle sui generis may be added to the extent the 

davaloping countries are able to live up to itt namely,the principle that 

certain forms of exploitation of labour are prohibited, on which agreements 

within the International Labour Organisation have been concluded. One of 

tha most convincing examples is the banning of child labour. 

Tha need for concrete policies and projects and the learning process 

It is not intended to elaborate further on general prinoiplaa governing 

the choice of appropriate technology, as they have already been discussed 

too often in vacuo. What is really needed ia a number of more conorete 

activities, baaed on the experiences of the laat decade or so, and on tha 
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far too infrequent quantitative assessment of a technological natura. 

Given the increased awareness of self-reliance aB another element on 

which to t-iild, the final general introductory remark to be made ie 

that self-reliance cannot contribute mucht if it is not supported by 

a number of learning processes. In a way there is some truth in the 

statement that hitherto the population groups most in need of our 

concern - the lowest income groups - have evidently not achieved very 

much, and that self-reliance might not bring us very far. There ia a 

parallel here with the labour movement in industrialized countries. The 

full fruits of self-reliance can be reaped only if the innate abilities 

of the working population are developed through appropriate learning 

processes. As a consequence, in an attempt to design a technology policy 

for developing countries, benefit may be derived from the considerable 

research recently conducted in the broad field of educational policies 

in developed countries. 

Aims of technology activities and policies 

Maximum employment 

In the present search for better development policies it is the agreed 

starting point that the lowest income groups everywhere must be the target 

groups. The moat direct way of raising the lowest incomes is to raise the 

zero incomes of the unemployed. This is reflected in the primary emphasis 

the International Labour Organisation has placed on the need for a World 

Employment Programme. 

Employment is intimately connected with technology,in both quantitative 

and qualitative terms. Por the third world, the quantitative aspect consti- 

tutes the most urgent component. Qualitative aspects, such as efficiency 

and, even more, work satisfaction, are luxuries for nations rich enough to 

have already established almost full employment. In the present situation, 

employment of any kind whatsoever is an advance over joblessness, since it 

provides an income, however modest. The creation of employment is»therefore, 

the most urgent contribution to reducing inequity. 

Thi* notwithstanding and wherever possible,employment is better if it 

contains an element of participation. This may even help to create em- 

ployment and, as a matter of course, raise both its efficiency and quality. 

Since rural employment enjoys the highest priority - by far the larger part 

of the population being rural -, participation is often attainable through 

forms of co-operation, as indicated below. 

_.v> 
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Satisfaction r f >!lt- ic_ n~.?¿" 

In the WorL' tTnloynunt Profrunm* emphasis is also placed on the 

satisfact.on of basic needs, m o j-jctive that nwy I > Been to overlap 

partly with tha-. of ac:.it/.-iuc tho fuileut possible caployment mentioned 

above.    Employment at t. w-^ r.doquato to buy gooda and oervicee in the 

quantitieo needed to rr.rva v¡ a l-^ia for P. "life of dignity" (of.  RIO 

report, Tinbor^n «t r.l.,  1/76 f\6j) u.&m the present aim superfluous 

But at least aorm stop.; viz* bo Ukon to aatisfy certain basic needs 

before everybody eirtl;laJ  wo tnlo.ne.it ia actually employed.    This may 

be true for »one PV'JUO r? .it   . r-ovided at no cost, euoh ae elementary 

education, inoluJlitg school rrr.lj, en ar*- tte.t is touched upon below (••• 

pp.9 ff). Ae for ealcal-.'iin?; -i!^ ff-tisfr-otion cf basie needs in quantitativ« 

terms, estimate» *r to tho &clu rid sviane considered necessary to do so 

differ from oovntry to ov.-itvy .07 rêvons of oui tira, olioate 

and customs.    Ono cowto.itni, he rever, en be establinhed rather accurately! 

that of food oxpre-ju-' in -er 0.  calorie?, proteins and vitamine. One 

method of estimatine «••> tju-'.titic* of othnr esorto ori aorvicea may be 

to study family bv'-r-   -V,ir.'.ico *nd to eat&bliah the income levels at 

which people, ur-'-r yr  -tlin-{ f^nùitionc, voluntarily buy the quantity 

of food considered .vl-v_.-\ti.    f/ew rniantitier will depend on the sise 

and composition of fciilit« v..-' c:: tin relative price* of various con- 

sumer gooda.    The 1-vi.c r "•»*•: iov oth»r conauri ir goods (clothing,  foot- 

wear, houDeboli foo'i- nv-< <-.«5l) ru ;' o^rvicep (rent, Health sorvioe«) may 

then be satir.riod p.t   .V  \nco-n Xvnl found. 

Depending on the nocio-> rv.'no-»i~ rvnten of tho country under consideration, 

certain coraponontc will U »r\-.pUr*i fr-o of chwrj, euch as elementary 

education, w'iert «s other co no."v¿8 vi'.i bi produced by the family itself. 

This applies in part to food end, posnibly,  to the building of a dwelling 

as well.    Tho extent or production ar well as tha qvality may depend on 

various public policipj, t.-hich oro diacuueed below (see pp. 9-11 and 12-13)* 

13). 

Geographica?, dweentrail r/'.tic • 

An important *~.n--r, 01' +Vj  -.A-
1
 J of dr.-olop-nont policies is the degree 

of decentraiisaticn    in   "'  -~n'ioi'a empomnte of socio-economic life. 

Suoh componente includo  !>-: p3 ,C33 where people liva (villages, towns 

and citieu) and th.; ni?.- thereof.    A.io*'.i?r conmonent is the production 



unita in which people work and the question as to their sise distri- 

bution. The answer is linked to the industrial structure and to our 

main subject, the recommended technology discussed b»ilow. Apart from 

the efficiency aspcri,, tho degree of decentralization is also important 

as a factor of the human satisfaction derived from labour, and hence as a 

factor indicating motiviation, creativity or inventiveness. The link 

between inventiveness and self-reliance pointed out above is also of 

significance to the general strategy of development. 

On the other hand, the level of inventiveness should not be over- 

estimated or idealized. Depending on the circumstances under which 

children grow up, whatever innate inventiveness is available may, or 

may not, have been stimulated. Consensus has been reached, it would ssem, 

on the desirability of checking overcrowding in cities beyond their présent 

lévela and hence explicitly on the desirability of achieving the maximum 

decentralisation of production compatible with industrial structure. A 

further component of this general objective is to strive towards a higher 

degree of self-sufficiency in food production, as recommended by the 

World Pood Conference at rìome in 1974. 

Choice of sectors 

The choice of sectors exerts considerable impact on the creation of 

employment. Preference should be given to labour-intensive sectors as 

far as this is compntible with the cenerai constraints under which 

development has to ensue. In «orna sectors thiB may not be feasible; 

some forms of inland transportation can only be operated in a capital- 

intensive manner. It is a fortunate coincidence, however, that many 

developing countries enjoy comparative advantages in labour-intensive 

branches and has thus been able to expand their exports of a number of 

labour-intensive products, such aB garments, leather and leather products,and 

wooden furniture. The expansion could have been even greater, had import 

barriers imposed by developed countries been removed or reduced more 

rapidly. 

Preference should also be shown to those sectors in which local natural 

•»sources are processed, whereby processing is taken to inolude both trading 

and marketing. This endeavour can again be severely affected by the re- 

strictive import policies adopted by developed countries. 

„J 
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Of th« natural resources sono, suol, us iron or«, may 

giv« rise to the cre.ition or expansion of heavy-industry centres 

which oan contribute to the collective self-raliance of the third 

world in the decad.  ., „.- -;. 

The choice of a third oategory of «motors may be governed by tha aim 

to utilise ronevuble rather tlicji non-ron«? ;able resources. In the 

coming decades, it ia to be hopod that further attempts to usa solar 

energy instead of fossil energy will dutermine the technology «aployad 

in such fields an agriculture and horticulture (ses pp. 9-10 and I6-I8). 

Research and development institutes 

In view of its importance, the establishment on a much larger acal« 

than hitherto of high-level research and development institutes in the 

developing countries may be regarded as an autonomous aim. Experience 

in th« past decades in two differont fields may be eit«d in support 

th«r«of. On the one hand, tho transfer of technology from developed 

to developing countries calls for considerable research into adaption, so as 

ito «set looal or nation/il requirements, ranging from eliaatio or topo- 

graphical conditions to idiosyncrasies of the population both as pro- 

ducers and as consumer*. On th«s other hand, the phenomenon of the 

brain drain from thn developing oountrics oalls for t,  oount«rvailing foro«. 

Both objectives enn be p.chievod nimultrjioously by setting up high-level 

ressarch and development institutes in the third world in order to pro- 

vide stimulating work to scientist« nnd toohnieians from th« third world, 

•ven though the salaries may he mortest in comparison with those paid in 

the developed countries. Apart from reducing the brain drain, the insti- 

tutes may also absorb somn of the unemployed graduates in an increasing 

number of countries. 

Means of stimulating activities 

Food and agriculture: Decentralized docision-making 

The desirability of increasing food production in th« developing oountriM, 

as recommended at the World Food Conference in 1^74, was mentioned abov«, 

and the technology to be used in agriculture calls for closer consideration 

In this connexion,the general economic constraints discussed above should 

.J 
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bt recalled since some of the answers to the question» posed are such 

that, as S.N. Ghouh ^ ?.J puts it, we may learn more from living 

nature itself than from chemistry and physics. The latter sciences 

seek to attain command over nature rather than to behave as part of 

the natural environment. This thought deserves attention as a possible 

starting point to our thinking about technology in general. Those who 

might reject this idea as being unlikely to yield results should be 

reminded that there have been previous instances of man having been 

inspired by the way nature solves technological problems: some ships 

resemble fish in shape as do aircraft birds. 

Ghosh and others take this idea still further by emphasizing auch 

processes as recycling and such forms of co-operation as symbiosis 

and antibiosis. A case in point is the possible combined production 

of biogas, nitrogen and protein at village level as described by 

Reddy, Prasad and Prasad in 1 74 CwJ%  which would ensure agriculture 

a more natural fertilizer Bouree than chemicals. As in China, insecti- 

cides can be replaced to 90 per cent by ducks, and nature offers scops 

fer morei one need only think of the leaves that could be recycled. 

Stopping soil erosion by meanB of reforestation should be part of agri- 

cultural policy, and the search for fast-growing trees has been already 

organised ,n India,for instance, 1/ the National Conuassion on Agri- 

culture. 

Some of the proposals restated here only bear promiss of success 

if human attitudes are also subject to change. The need for more 

intensive co-operation among small agricultural producers constitutes 

a case in point, as evidenced by the well-known success of farmers' 

co-operatives in Denmark and the Netherlands. These co-operatives have 

not been imposed on the farmers by Government, but have grown out of 

the farmers« own initiatives. Successful government intervention was 

restricted to the organization of agricultural schools and of extension 

services. 

Activities relating to rural infrastructure 

Whereas in the preceding section activities were suggested which say, 

to a large extent, be carried out as a result of local initiative, other 

activities, although part of local work, may have to be organized on a 

W  J 
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national acala or by othar decision-makers at a much higher lavai. 

Hall-known axamplea ara road building and the establiahmant of rail- 

road or airline n;-. Ur, ,-'.L, Afriu. u"ft.4 íU.  c^j.p... :u" i h.-. need for 

auoh infrastructure activities!, but m many parts of the othar conti- 

nente similar objects might be reeewrended. By th«iir very naturai 

however, dacia lona, and hence initiatives, are called for et a considerably 

higher level than that of the village, and their execution can be stimulated 

by aubeidiee from, and control by, a central agency. 

The same applies to the ménagement, of water resources. In 1977,Chosh £$>J 

quoting Dastur, stressed thit point in respect of India, but it holde true 

for numerous countries, where succoseIOHB of floods and droughts are a 

regular phenomenon and, of course, represent an incredible waate of a 

precious reeource. As is well-known, the implementation of such pro- 

grammes not only requires hi^-level technological advice relating to 

hydrology, but it also calls for improved intergovernmental co-operation, 

aa has been pointed out by Baade £\J  (*97°)« 

As already mentioned, a third component in any country-wide improve- 

ment is reforestation. An urgent example in t,o be found in Java, Indo- 

nesia, where the threat of desertification is considered very real, an 

additional difficulty in this particular case being the need to transfer 

a substantial proportion of Java's population to aome of the more sparsely 

populated outer islands ouch as Sumatra and Kalimantan. 

Other aectorws labour-intensive 

Even if it is recognised that a greater degree of self-sufficiency in 

food production is a necessity, industrialisation remains part and parcel 

of development.   Industrial activities will have to be added to the 

creation of rural employment. As already mentionod, biogae factories 

constitute feasible operations for individual villages. However, a more 

general approach ia needed, and it ia proper to make a distinction, as 

Van Ginneken has done /"17_7, between non-flexible and flexible techno- 

logies and industries. Th« labour-intensity of the former type is almost 

constant under very différant relative factor price conditions, especially 

in terms of labour and capital. Well-known examples are the production of 

clothing, furniture, footwear and oinple tools as well as repair work. 

Theee are carried out in u relatively l»bour-int»n»ive manner almost through- 

out the world. Figurée as to the varying degrees of detail and sophisti- 

cation may be found in studies by Boon [~2j  (I964), Herman £~6j (1975), 

J 



Hilhorst L"J  (l>J6.',;f r.nd Jril:ch(iu aril '¡ingstad £'zj  ( ^ 971 ). Herman 

employs Swedish data r,elat:r¿ to % aect.-rr! prodicmg tradeables (a 

number far larger than the ether authors mentioned) and allocates in- 

dustries to eleven CC-UTI*'/ ^ro-pb. ,UJ.I,U(J.í tu«; ,i.-thou i^ admittedly 

simple and rudimentary, hiy utt<upt u '.he f^'rat of ito Kind to take 

a world-wide view and provides a joal.t-n^e to the orofentnon. Hilhorut, 

as well aB Gnliohes and Rin^stad- es', ina tu production functions: the 

forratr in respect of ?7 industries ir. tie Netherlands, the latter two 

in respect of an equal number of I.'or-iogim industries, both studies have 

been inspired by similar studies undertaken ny  Cobb and Douglas, Kmenta 

and four well-known pioneers (Arrow, Chenery, Minhaß and Solow). 

The authors of both rtudies wero interested in the parameters characterizing 

the elasticity of substitution between labour and c&pital, the impact of 

scale-size and technological change. I.ieir difficulty was, however, that 

they used data from a single country, which implies that the price ratio 

between labour and capital nardi,/ varies among „heir observations. Con- 

sequently, their informât: on about ¿ho imnact of that ratio on the ratioB 

in which the factors are cor.oined is very limited.  A further difficulty 

is that scale-effecte OBI  narily be uerivcd from industrial census datai 

if in some .industry a high s cale-effect prevails, it follows that there 

are few production units and -.he number of observations too small to yield 

reliable estimates of paramo tore.. Oonseijuently, in my own attempt to collect 

evidence on scale effect», I ¿¡ad to uue direct technological information 

(Tinbsrgen, v/n /~1';_7)«  Boon haß adopted the saine approach and, aB a 

consequence, he has introduced ct-ncsptr. which are hardly ever used by ceo- 

nometricianc tnvestifiating production functions, such as lot size, setting 

and training costn. Jom nas extendej his research -into another eminently 

practical direction:  to the teclji AofZ'  marke:, a subject of great impor- 

tance to the relationship«, b^twee; trs.ne:iat «on.- 1 enterprises and developing 

countries. 

Studies on scile-a^focts alio mpl.y tkie collection of data on the capital 

needed to employ on« ,/orker. ^his capital intensity is considerably lower 

for small-scale than for lax^e-ncale production units, and hence small-scale 

production is necessary 'n at least p*rt if ;he economy, if employment has 

to be created for all employable! people. 

Other sectors;  flexible t.e<-hr.( lories 

Alongside cectorf. wh«re technology in labour-intensive regardless of the 

relative prices of labour a^d capital, there are other sectors where lew 



prie«! of labour y/ comporrnen to capita*, make for the choice of labour- 

intensive ope.'aliens, whila high tribes if labour rtlatiV» to capital 

would indicate' the optimality of capital-intensive opération«. As ob- 

served above 11«; i" . "" t., ,f h.j '.in.' c.-i .i-t '•  - ily rmablished on 

the baain of  ate tintical i*ta for :i ingle countries. Data from countries 

with vory diffor«n^ factor price radios are needed and hnve to be nade 

comparable eupocinlly with regare' tc the ottura of the products compared. 

More research of the ¡cind than is currently available would seem useful. 

Prom technical nturlieB «jome OV.íPUCO hua  been derived, such as that 

collected by ¡¡oon f'ìj  (I96/1 and a"tf>r). At least in the past it has 

been argued that thi number of machumB supervised by one man can be 

varied within a wido range am; will depend on the prioe ratio between 

manpower and machines. Some timer it in eleo the naturo of the machines 

used that is affented by the ea.no price ratio. In metal-working- the 

distinction between single-porpose and multiple-purpose maohines is made, the 

former being us od in high-wag« countries, the latter in low-wage countries. 

Another clear example of a flexible inrtuntry is construction. In deve- 

loping countries, tho construction of cheap dwellings can and must be done 

by the proapective inhabitant, preforably assisted by local authorities in 

obtaining materials, access to wpter, jrier;^ and credit, %B described by 

J^rgensen /~1t>_J7 M975). 

A considerable volume of re tearcl' has been devoted to the automation of 

labour-intensive Processen wit« tht purpob« of making the industries in 

which they wero uned cuwpfjtiuive with labour-abunuant counterparts in 

developing countries. Such research waf. baaed on the desire to maintain 

these induatrieB lu  one countrier in which they had long been established. 

This desire may. howevor, be a doubtful basic for an optimal application of 

research activities. It soemg desirable to eutablish whether such auto- 

mation research was perhapa too expensive in comparison with alternative 

research programmées & potential area o<" investigation, perhaps, for both 

UNIDO and the coming United Nations Conference on Science, Technology and 

Development,  lhe basic endeavour is to widen the horizon of national re- 

search insti tuteo so ao to avoid a priori preferences for keeping some 

industry in inappropriate geographical areas. 

Bñployment versus efficiency and trades union activities 

In the section on naximum employment above (see p.6) high priority was 

given to the creation of  employment, an this would seem to be the most 

direct means of combating masa poverty. It is alno useful to be aware 
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that trades uruont; often faca a  rli.emnia whether to direct their acti- 

vities towards attaining higher wa^es or more employment.    Higher 

wages will tend +.o lower rathrr than expand employment.     In marginal 

enterpriset,  hipher waf<3-- c,->n  only be paid,  if efficiency is raised: 

this requires a different  type of  invcstn-ent than  the  investment needed 

to create more employment.    The logical sequence in which to pursue these 

two competing onjectivus seems  to be tha» priority should be given to 

employment.    As roon as almost full employment has been attained, wages 

can be made the main objective of trades union activity.    It would seem 

to be a simple question of solidarity between workers and the unemployed 

that   one first aaaistt; the unemployed to get work and,  once that goal 

has been attained,  joint action is undertaken to obtain higher wages. 

In developing countrieo  this policy is not always easy to follow, since 

trades unioiiB are often first established in industries, and only later 

in agriculture.    Tht.y  first  emerge  in highly-paid activities and only 

later in badly-paid activities.     In the history of trades unionism the 

differences between a labour* élite and other workers hnve led  to well- 

known difficulties.    The mistake made in developed countries should not 

be repeated by developing countries.    It  ir. a matter for satisfaction that 

the International Confederation of ?ree Trade Unions has shown understanding 

for the priority of solidar ty and  ias assisted the Indian National Trade 

Union Congreso in an attempt to start organizing the poorest.    It is only 

a beginning,  but it deserves the full attention of trades unions and Govern- 

ments everywhere. 

Educational preparation 

The search for, and application of, appropriate technology will require 

a host of different efforts by many people, all of them essential compo- 

nents of what self-reliance requires.    Viewing the population pyramid from 

the top down to itB very bane,  the creative research needed will have to be 

conducted by men and women who ha/e demonstrated excellence in their younger 

years and have been selected to occupy posts in the leading research insti- 

tutes aimed at.    The country's mler3, politicians and senior civil servants 

as well as manayerr. m numerous fields will have to develop enough under- 

standing of the problems at  large  in order to express preferences as to the 

directione in which research will  have to be organized.     In the production 

processes proper, however,  thousands, and sometimes millions,  of workers are 

those who use "appropriate  technology'1. 
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All this requires a system of education and training geared toward« 

the aivB of optimal development:    a situati,in that might well differ 

from both the present system in the country concerned and those pre- 

vailing in variuut. a^v?    pr!   :: «uiiLrl :«.    !.o J , liwlipcd countriet» them- 

selves are involved  in  1 urge-scale overhaul«    of their systems.    By 

way cf illustrati >n, many of those involved in eduoation are seeking 

to find a health,/ equilibrium betweer discipline and freedom at schools; 

a balance between team-worK and personal competition as well as between 

physical and mental training.    Tho manner in which the selection system 

works has been nrcfoundl.y criticized by men auch as Bowles and Ointis /"3_7* 

Tho optimal combination betwsen cognitive and non-cognitive abilities has 

to be found in the education system with all its ramifications.    Answers 

have to be found to euch issues as:    Up to what age should there be a 

uniform schoo:  fir all   in order to 'urther mutual underntanding between 

pupils from different backgrounds'-    At what stage should the separation 

of differently endowed  fitmlenttj  start''    What cross-linkage should there 

be in the bramhm CK   1-h,» educa ti on "tree" ao as to be able to rectify 

mistakes male rfur.r.fr the selort o?   proieos?    How can an interest in learning 

be stimulated by  -uvricula vrtiicr- are directed towards specific professions 
or jobs? 

Of all tho sectors iu the social fabric,the educational sector has a 

tendency towards conservatism    Thia notwithstanding a wave of innovative 

educational experiments i it fraiiung momentum, with sometimes exaggerated 

tendencien  to' el(minate useful elements of training.    Factual knowledge 

or learning necessary baauc i ni ormati on by heart and similar techniques 

now tend to he avouiei  on too iarga •> scale.    Creativity, which was pre- 

viously Buppreened,   :e now hailed,  but  if cannot work without a basis of 

factual knowledge,   ->i which tho capacity of association has to be tested 

if something new  in,  to be created. 

Certain well-known conservative attitudes should be done away with, 

such as the white collar complex and religious or political indottrination. 

The «oral elements munt be accorded prominence, and the example set by the 

teacher is sometimes much mora important than his word« alone;    the two 

are inseparable. 

Co-operation amplia developing coon tries 

In the procesa of industrialization and technology transfer, an important 

role can be plaveri by closer co-operation among the developing countries. 

Their position in negotii;eis with the suppliers of technology is often 
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weak,  as is customary when  one party  13 specialized and the other 

more broadly oriented.    Uevelopinr. ounuiec will have to co-operate 

as closely as possible in order to co-ordinate and organize all 

accessible data and tnus become  bettor equipped to evaluate the 

possibilities offered them.     In  ita document TD/1 )', 'JNCTAD provides 

an example of what Colombia was nbl«  t0 attain during negotiations 

with transnational enterprioe« after the Treaty of Cartagena to 

establish the Andean Common  Market nad been concluded.    UNIDO has  art 

up    a    technological information centre and will become increasingly 

able to provide tàe information needed to evaluate technologies,  even 

though complete judgement of the  ,?ros and cens of specific offer« will 

remain the advantage of thooe who have worked with the technology in 

question for some time. 

The beBt source of unbiased information are probably independent con- 

sulting firms,  especially those companies which adhere to an ethical 

code,   including the rule that  they 10 not recommend individual  firms 

as possible suppliers. 

An area of co-operation easier to hai.l^e  in  the question of tax advantage 

offered to prospective investors  in given countries.    In this context, 

inter-governmen^al competiti or.  in tax advantages should be eliminated, 

and  the element of solidarity  should be stressed because it  is  in the 

long-term interests of all concerned.    Tax holidays only distort competition, 

further to which they are incompatible with the general principles set out 
above (pp.   }-•)). 

An agenda for research and development 

Thie paper can be summarized in the form of an action agenda in the 

field of research and development.    Such  an agenda should fit into an optimal 

development policy, an  important component cf which is the production-mix, 

high priority being pi ven to employment generation and the satißfaction of 

basic needs,  including incomes policies permitting payment for the basic 

goodB and services by those who want  tnem. 

The production pattern m  optimal development shows,  inter alia,  the 
following features: 

(i)     A higher degree jf self-sufficiency  in food production,  using 

ecolog:cally  favourable  inputs,  c-mphar.is being placed  on manure 

and other nutrients and the cautiouc use of chemicals and mechanical 
traction; 
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(ii)    Joint production of oio^B,  r>r-)tiun and r. it.'ogen in a larg? 

number of   /îll-tç*»*.: 

(lii) Flood and drought control w«th  ;.he aid of rural public works» 

(iv)    Reforestation and trarisoortaUon infrastructure, planned at 

national or higuur "¡,3V")]flv  and  i.n£l.»nun ted  :j(ci.ly; 

(v)      Industrializa", i a or   chi:   jn    ¿'  -i' j a bou; »--ui tardive and raw- 

matarials-proceaMup, inifv.a' rioa? 

(vi)    5elf-help in conatru'rtii.t J^eU ings,  with municipal aid to 

obtain materiui. via trcîiniou"  '.•esi3*anc9t   fn'> provision of 

access to "nor,^ and watfl'  f./rpl; »•>-" we1.]   a~ a oredit system 

adjusted to the prospectivt earnir* power of the family. 

The research and development activities needed should b<* directed toward» 

(i)      Adapting available technologies to the needaf climate and other 

factora of the country or region concernedî 

(ii)    Finding out tn. optimal  international industrial ntructure, while 

avoiding the maintenance of industries which show a flexible 

technology in their prirent  traditional  locations, and attempting 

to establish   che production functions of flexible industries from 

international  data} 

(iii) Contributing to -'he co-ordination and  integration of technologic- 

al data bpnku available  m diffiren+   ¿n»titutions; 

(iv)    Developing and disseminating irforma»i on on proper coat-accounting 

and fair internati orci tr-ide policies as * means to enhanoe the 

optimal i ty  of -¿hi»   ' n'.ernationai divuion  of labour; 

(v)      Contr-ibutng to the shift  to the use of non-exhaustible resources 

in food and pnergy  production. 

A much larger p<wt of th.n research should  bo undertaken in  tho new 

high-level reiearch just'tutes to be entabliBheu in the developing countries 

with a view to reducing the braii    ¡rail.     The preparation and selection of 

the scientific labour forcp nhould bo improved by overhauling the educational 

systems.    This overhaul  io desirable not only   \r order to provide a scienti- 

fic labour force,   but airo and *ve»'. move  impor tantly ,  in order to prepare. 

the whole labour force *Yr ita futuri ta.nY  and V  aim at a job structure 

ensuring work satisfaction at »13  lévela of capability. 

The educational  syst-wn should ^e oaeed  or* a balanced mix of? 

(a)    disciplino nrá fi-'^'lanj     '„e;     ledit, *#OJ'K  ind stimulating competition; 

(c)    physical anil mer-1!!!  trvur ing:     '<!)     oogritive and non-cognitive cap«,- 
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bilities; (e) a uniform school up to a certain age in ordtr to avoid 

alienation and differentiation where motivations begin to differ} and 

(f) training for future jobs and rpUons to correct initial choices. 

Wit educational sys^eir: shouli have cai -incula designed to stimulate 

motivation ani to counteract tne irrational whi to—collar preference 

where necessary.  It ghould not aim at ono-sided indoctrination, and 

tt should contain stimuli towards ni^h 3tandarde of morality, in which 

the example of the teacher 'ihould demone trate such standards. 

In the process of negotiation on the purchase of technology, deve- 

loping countrieR should be guided by international agencies, such as 

UNCTAD and UNIDO, and by independent counselling firms. They should 

co-operate, instead of compete, with regard to policies designed to 

attract investors with technological know-how. 
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